Context. Arp 220 is the prototypical ultra luminous infrared galaxy (ULIRG). Despite extensive studies, the structure at MHzfrequencies has remained unknown because of limits in spatial resolution. Aims. This work aims to constrain the flux and shape of radio emission from Arp 220 at MHz frequencies. Methods. We analyse new observations with the International Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) telescope, and archival data from the Multi-Element Radio Linked Interferometer Network (MERLIN) and the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA). We model the spatially resolved radio spectrum of Arp 220 from 150 MHz to 33 GHz. Results. We present an image of Arp 220 at 150 MHz with resolution 0 . 65 × 0 . 35, sensitivity 0.15 mJy beam −1 , and integrated flux density 394 ± 59 mJy. More than 80% of the detected flux comes from extended (6 ≈2.2 kpc) steep spectrum (α = −0.7) emission, likely from star formation in the molecular disk surrounding the two nuclei. We find elongated features extending 0.3 (110 pc) and 0.9 (330 pc) from the eastern and western nucleus respectively, which we interpret as evidence for outflows. The extent of radio emission requires acceleration of cosmic rays far outside the nuclei. We find that a simple three component model can explain most of the observed radio spectrum of the galaxy. When accounting for absorption at 1.4 GHz, Arp 220 follows the FIR/radio correlation with q = 2.36, and we estimate a star formation rate of 220 M yr −1 . We derive thermal fractions at 1 GHz of less than 1% for the nuclei, which indicates that a major part of the UV-photons are absorbed by dust.
Introduction
Arp 220 is the closest (77 Mpc) ULIRG and has been extensively studied across the electromagnetic spectrum. It is a late-stage merger, which explains the peculiar morphology noted by Arp (1966) . The centre is heavily obscured in the optical, but radio observations reveal two bright sources about 1 (370 pc) apart, thought to be the nuclei of two merging galaxies (Norris 1988) . The two nuclei resemble rotating exponential disks with ongoing star formation (Sakamoto et al. 1999 (Sakamoto et al. , 2008 Scoville et al. 2015; Barcos-Muñoz et al. 2015) , giving rise to dozens of supernovae and supernova remnants detected using very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) at cm wavelengths (Smith et al. 1998; Lonsdale et al. 2006; Parra et al. 2007; Batejat et al. 2011) . While most of the dust and GHz radio continuum comes from the two nuclei (Sakamoto et al. 2008; Barcos-Muñoz et al. 2015) , CO observations reveal extended dense molecular gas surrounding the nuclei in a kpc-scale ring or disk (Scoville et al. 1997; Downes & Solomon 1998; Sakamoto et al. 2008; König et al. 2012) . Optical and X-ray observations provide evidence for a bi-conical outflow, or superwind, carrying energy and matter out to several Article number, page 1 of 17 arXiv:1607.02761v1 [astro-ph.GA] 10 Jul 2016 A&A proofs: manuscript no. aa28702-16 kpc from the centre of the galaxy (Heckman et al. 1990; Arribas et al. 2001; McDowell et al. 2003) .
While there is plenty of evidence for intense star formation in Arp 220, the presence of one or more active galactic nuclei (AGN) has not been established. Yun et al. (2001) finds Arp 220 fainter at 1.4 GHz than expected from the FIR/radio correlation for star forming galaxies. This may be because part of the IR comes from a radio-weak AGN, which could also explain the lack of a clear AGN-candidate amongst the compact objects detected with cm-VLBI. Unfortunately the extreme column densities of 10 25 cm −2 (Wilson et al. 2014 ) towards the nuclei greatly hinders X-ray observations which could offer direct evidence of AGN activity.
The lack of radio emission could also be explained if the synchrotron emission from the nuclei is significantly reduced by thermal (free-free) absorption at GHz frequencies. Since this effect is most prominent at lower frequencies (see e.g. Condon 1992) , observations at MHz frequencies may constrain the properties and structure of the absorbing medium.
Regardless of the presence of an AGN in Arp 220, the mechanical energy from the central starburst would likely contribute significantly to the large-scale superwind. This could manifest itself as outflows from the nuclei and the surrounding molecular disk. Indeed, evidence of outflows from the nuclei with speeds of a few hundred km s −1 has been reported (Sakamoto et al. 2009; Tunnard et al. 2015) . These outflows could carry synchrotron-emitting cosmic rays (CRs) out from the nuclei where they could potentially be observed at radio frequencies. Star formation in the molecular disk would also give rise to radio emission on kpc-scales, i.e. far outside the nuclei. The intrinsic steep spectrum of unabsorbed synchrotron emission makes a detection of weak extended emission challenging at GHz frequencies, and indeed no detection of kpc-scale radio emission has been reported.
Although Arp 220 has been observed at MHz frequencies before (Sopp & Alexander 1991; Waldram et al. 1996; Douglas et al. 1996) , none of those studies resolved the galaxy. Subarcsecond resolution is crucial to understand the relative contributions from the emitting and absorbing structures in the centre of Arp 220.
In this paper, we, for the first time, resolve Arp 220 at 150 MHz using the international LOFAR telescope. To complement these observations, we combine archival data from the VLA and MERLIN arrays to obtain both high resolution and sensitivity to extended structure at 1.4 GHz. In Sect. 2 we describe the data used in this paper. In Sect. 3 we present our results from the observations, in Sect. 4 we describe our modelling, and in Sect. 5 we discuss the results and modelling in the context of previous studies. Finally, in Sect. 6, we summarise our conclusions.
Throughout this paper we assume a distance to Arp 220 of 77 Mpc (H 0 =70 km s −1 Mpc −1 ), i.e. 0 . 1=37 pc, and all spectral indices, α, are given according to the power law S ν ∝ ν α .
Observations and data reduction
In this section we describe the data used in this paper. The focus of this paper is new data obtained at 150 MHz using the International LOFAR telescope. These data are briefly described in Sect. 2.1, and the interested reader can find more details in Appendix A. To complement our LOFAR observations, we also present a new image obtained at 1.4 GHz by combining archival data from the VLA and MERLIN arrays, as described in Sect.
2.2. Finally, in Sect. 2.3, we briefly describe five additional images included for comparison: radio continuum at 6 GHz and 33 GHz from the VLA, CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) from the IRAM Plateau de Bure interferometer, and an optical image from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).
LOFAR at 150 MHz
We present new data from the International LOFAR telescope, project LC2_042 (P.I.: E. Varenius). These data were taken between 18:30 and 02:15 UT (with six hours on Arp 220) on June 4th 2014, including 46 LOFAR high band array (HBA) stations: 24 core stations (CS) in joined mode (where the two 24-tile "ears" of the station are added to form a single station), 14 remote stations (RS), and eight international stations (IS). The total available bandwidth was split equally between two simultaneous beams of width 48 MHz (240 sub-bands), centred on 150 MHz; one on Arp 220 and one on the bright and compact calibrator J1513+2388 separated from Arp 220 by 4.9
• . Every 20 minutes the observations switched, for 2 minutes to a single beam on the absolute flux density calibrator 3C295 separated from Arp 220 by 32
• . Although in theory a single scan of 3C295 is sufficient to determine the flux scale, we included scans every 20 minutes to a) track residual beam effects over time and b), track phase variations between CS to enable coherent addition of CS to increase sensitivity in case J1513+2388 was weaker than expected. While no addition of CS was necessary for calibration, we found significant beam effects which limited the time range used for setting the flux scale and spectral index. We carefully selected a time range where these beam effects cause amplitude uncertainties of at most 10 %. Based on the measured gain variations as function of elevation angle, and the uncertainties on the flux scale as given by Scaife & Heald (2012) , we estimate the flux density to be accurate to within 15 %.
Residual delays and rates, caused by the e.g. the ionosphere and imperfect station clocks, are significant on international baselines and have to be removed before further calibration and imaging. It is challenging to find a nearby (few degrees to track the ionosphere) source which is bright enough on subarcsecond scales (for international baselines) to derive phase corrections for each channel (or sub-band) (Moldón et al. 2014 ). Instead we determined residual delays and rates towards J1513+2388 by combining sub-bands together assuming a piece-wise linear approximation for eight blocks of 5.9 MHz each, a strategy similar to the one used by Varenius et al. (2015) for M82.
Residual phase errors were corrected by hybrid imaging of Arp 220. This method solves for relative phase errors, but does not give absolute phase information. The absolute position of Arp 220 was therefore determined by matching the positions of two compact sources detected 5' from Arp 220 both at 150 MHz and 1.4 GHz. We conservatively estimate our positional uncertainty to be at most ±68 mas in R.A. and ±83 mas in Dec. The data were calibrated in AIPS 31DEC15 (Greisen 2003) Fig. 1a ). Further details about calibration and imaging of these data can be found in Appendix A. The continuum emission at 150 MHz as detected with LOFAR, with contours at [−3,3,5,10,20,40,60,80,100,120,140,200,250,300] -Muñoz et al. 2015) with radius 133 mas illustrating the total maximum astrometric uncertainty between the 150 MHz (83 mas) and 33 GHz (50 mas). Right panel (b): A sketch of the structure discussed in this paper. The labels mark the extended kpc-scale disk, the outflows from the east and west nuclei (small ellipses), the large scale outflow and the north-west and south-east "hooks". The blue triangles represent the closer sides of outflows and the red triangles the far sides. (c) Archival VLA/MERLIN position was updated using the rfc_2015d catalogue available via http://astrogeo.org/calib/search/html.
VLA and MERLIN at 1.4 GHz
To complement our LOFAR data we re-calibrated and combined archival data from MERLIN and VLA at 1.4 GHz. In this section we describe the calibration and imaging of these data.
VLA at 1.4 GHz
We used archival VLA-data observed on March 25th 1998 (project AA216) in A-configuration with 5.5 hours on Arp 220. The 12.5 MHz bandwidth was split into two spectral windows of 31 channels each, centred on 1374 MHz and 1424 MHz. The data were calibrated in a standard manner using ParselTongue 2.0 (Kettenis et al. 2006) and AIPS 31DEC15 (Greisen 2003) . Phase corrections were first derived using J1513+2338, assuming the position in the rfc_2015d catalogue (see Table 1) , and refined using self-calibration of Arp 220. The flux scale was set by 3C286, assuming 15.3 Jy and 15.0 Jy in the two respective spectral windows (as calculated by SETJY in AIPS). We adopt an absolute flux density uncertainty of 10% for these data.
MERLIN at 1.4 GHz
We used archival MERLIN data taken on January 30th 1996 with 8.3 hours on Arp 220, previously published by Mundell et al. (2001) . We choose to re-calibrate the data to be able to combine them in Fourier space with the VLA data described in Sect. 2.2.1. The MERLIN data cover 7.8 MHz bandwidth split in 63 channels, centred on 1.42 GHz where Arp 220 has deep HI absorption. The time resolution was 16 seconds per sample. The data were calibrated in a standard manner in AIPS 31DEC15 (Greisen 2003) using ParselTongue 2.0 (Kettenis et al. 2006) . Phase corrections were first derived using 1551+239, assuming the position in the rfc_2015d catalogue (see Table 1 ), and refined using self-calibration of Arp 220. The flux scale was set by 3C286 using a model supplied by the eMERLIN staff to account for resolution effects where the total flux density was set to 14.98 Jy. The visibility weights were re-calculated to reflect the RMS scatter within 10 minute intervals. We adopt an absolute flux density uncertainty of 10% for MERLIN. To avoid effects of HI absorption known to be significant towards the nuclei, we, after inspection of which channels showed strong HI absorption, excluded the ten middle channels (1.25 MHz) of the MERLIN data when imaging the combined VLA+MERLIN data as described below.
Combining VLA and MERLIN
To achieve, at 1.4 GHz, both sensitivity to extended emission as well as subarcsecond resolution, we combined the calibrated UV-data from VLA and MERLIN into one measurement set using the task concat in CASA. Using the CLEAN algorithm as implemented in CASA 4.5.2, with robustness parameter −0.25 (Briggs 1995) we obtained an image with resolution 0 . 46×0 . 33 and RMS noise σ = 60 µJy beam −1 .
Additional images included for interpretation
We include five additional images obtained by previous studies (i.e., we did not remake the images ourselves). For comparison of primarily the extended emission detected at 150 MHz, we include a radio continuum image at 6 GHz published by Barcos-Muñoz et al. (2015) . We note that although the 6 GHz image is very sensitive with RMS noise σ =14 µJy beam −1 (where the beam is 0 . 48 × 0 . 35), BarcosMuñoz et al. (2015) do not plot contours lower than 12.5σ in their Fig. 1 since their analysis focuses on the nuclei. We are however interested also in the weaker extended emission and therefore show also fainter contours in our Fig. 2b . To compute pixel-wise spectral index maps, we used the task imregrid in CASA with linear interpolation to decrease the pixel size of the 6 GHz image from 0 . 1 to the 0 . 02 used elsewhere in this paper.
For modelling of the spectra of the nuclei, we also use the image obtained at 33 GHz by Barcos-Muñoz et al. (2015) , their Fig. 1c , with resolution 0 . 081 × 0 . 063 and RMS noise 23 µJy beam −1 . The positions of the nuclear disks, as fitted by Barcos-Muñoz et al. (2015) using this 33 GHz image, are plotted as black circles in multiple figures in this paper to guide the eye when comparing the structure at different frequencies.
For comparison to the structure of molecular gas, we include moment zero images of CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) from the IRAM Plateau de Bure interferometer, previously described by König et al. (2012) . The CO(1-0) image is shown as red contours in Fig. 2c , with resolution 2 . 46 × 1 . 76 and RMS noise 13.906 K kms −1 .The CO(2-1) image is shown as red contours in Fig. 2d 
Results
In this section we present the results obtained from the data. The 150 MHz LOFAR image of Arp 220 is presented in Fig. 1a . The 1.4 GHz image obtained by combining archival data from VLA and MERLIN is shown as red contours in Fig. 2b .
The integrated flux density at 150 MHz
Integrated flux densities measured for Arp 220 in this work are presented in Table 2 , and plotted with values from the literature in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . The integrated low-frequency radio spectrum of Arp 220. Red circles are from this work, see Table 2 . Green square (260±30@151 MHz) from Sopp & Alexander (1991) , blue square (490±88@151 MHz) from Waldram et al. (1996) , black star (380 ± 15@325 MHz) from Anantharamaiah et al. (2000) , black square (435±26@365 MHz) from Douglas et al. (1996) . Black line segment from Williams & Bower (2010) with resolution 250 at 1 GHz to 35 at 7 GHz. See Sect. 3.1 for a discussion on the discrepancy of the measurements at 150 MHz. The dotted-dashed curves show contributions of the three components in the model described in Sect. 4, the dashed line shows the sum of the two nuclei, and the solid black curve is the sum of all three components. The solid black vertical line indicates the frequency 60 MHz where future observations with the International LO-FAR Low Band Array could be used to obtain 0 . 7 resolution images. Anantharamaiah et al. (2000) and Clemens et al. (2010) argue that the integrated spectrum of Arp 220 has a sharp turnover below 1 GHz, although Anantharamaiah et al. (2000) find it hard to model this turnover and still fit measurements of recombination lines. However, both these studies base their analysis on the measurement of 260 ± 30 mJy reported by Sopp & Alexander (1991) at 151 MHz using the Cambridge Low-Frequency Synthesis Telescope (CLFST) with a beam of 250 . This flux density is significantly lower than what we obtain from LOFAR. Sopp & Alexander (1991) state that they used flux densities from the 6C (Hales et al. 1988 ) or 7C (McGilchrist et al. 1990 ) catalogues when available, and if not, maps were made from raw CLFST data. Since Arp 220 is not listed in those 6C and 7C catalogues, we assume Sopp & Alexander (1991) made their Arp 220 image themselves. However, in the more recent 7C catalogue (Waldram et al. 1996) we do find a flux density of Arp 220 . Panel (a) shows the combined VLA+MERLIN 1.4 GHz continuum as contours at [−3,3, 5,10,20,40,80,160,320,640 ]×60 µJy beam −1 . Panel (b) shows the VLA 6 GHz continuum as contours at [−5,5,10,20,40,80,160,320,640,1280 ,2560] ×14 µJy beam −1 . Panel (c) shows CO(1-0) as contours at [10, 50, 90, 130, 170, 210, 250, 290, 330, 370] ×13.906 K kms −1 . Panel (d) shows CO(2-1) as contours at [2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24] 490±99 mJy, in good agreement with our LOFAR result. The uncertainty was calculated by us assuming 20% flux density uncertainty for SNR=8.3 based on Waldram et al. (1996) , their Sect. 6. The discrepancy between Sopp & Alexander (1991) and Waldram et al. (1996) is surprising since both are using (presumably exactly the same) CLFST data. Using all data available in the literature, the observations presented in this work argue that the measurement of Sopp & Alexander (1991) is too low and should be regarded with care when included in interpretation or modelling. In this paper, we exclude this data point from our modelling.
Spectral index maps
From the continuum images at 150 MHz, 1.4 GHz and 6 GHz, we made four spectral index maps shown in Fig. 4 . In general, the nuclei show positive spectral indices while the surrounding extended emission is negative or flat.
The LOFAR in-band spectral index map, Fig. 4a , was obtained from the MFS-CLEAN algorithm. We note that, as discussed in A.2, the spectral index of LOFAR observations may not be reliable if the flux scale (including spectral index information) is transferred to the target using scans where the difference in elevation is more than 10 degrees between calibrator and target. We emphasise that the flux calibration of these data were carefully done using a time range where the target field and flux calibrator were close in elevation. Hence we are confident that the in-band spectral index map in Fig. 4a is reliable.
Figs. 4b, 4c and 4d were made after first convolving the respective images to the same resolution of 0 . 7 × 0 . 5, position angle 161
• , before calculating α pixel-wise (with a pixel size of 0 . 02). i The convolved images had root-mean-square noise levels of RMS 150 MHz = 164 µJy beam −1 , RMS 1.4 GHz = 93 µJy beam −1 , RMS 6.0 GHz = 20 µJy beam −1 . The spectral index maps were calculated as α ν1,2 = log(S 2 /S 1 )/ log(ν 2 /ν 1 ).
Spectral index error estimates
The LOFAR in-band spectral index image was obtained through the MFS-algorithm, which also produced pixel-wise errorestimates for the spectral index (Fig. 5a ).
For the other three spectral index maps in Fig. 4 , we estimated the uncertainty of the spectral index, accounting for both the image noise and possible systematic offsets in the flux scale, as done by e.g. Kim & Trippe (2014) , their Sect. 2.5. We first define the total intensity error (per pixel) as
where RMS ν is noise of the convolved images, S ν is the measured surface brightness, and δ ν is the absolute flux density uncertainty (i.e. 15% at 150 MHz and 10% at 1.4 GHz and 6 GHz). The (pixel-wise) uncertainty of the spectral index is calculated via standard error propagation as
The resulting three error maps can be seen in Figs. 5b, 5c, and 5d.
Clipping of spectral index maps
In some regions of the images the spectral index uncertainties are large, in particular in the weakest parts where the signal-to-noise ratio is low. To ensure reliable spectral index maps, we therefore conservatively blanked (white colour) Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 where either of the (convolved) input continuum images were weaker than 5σ. However, for the LOFAR in-band spectral index we noted significant uncertainties also in regions with brighter emission. We therefore blanked Figs. 4a and 5a where the uncertainty in the spectral index ( Fig. 5a ) was larger than 0.45. We note that the MFS algorithm with two Taylor terms cannot fully represent any spectral curvature within the LOFAR band which could be present due to free-free absorption of emission close to the nuclei. This could be a reason for the large uncertainties reported by the MFS algorithm in some regions of this image.
Sampling of extended emission
We are confident that we are not missing any significant largescale emission which could affect our spectral index measurements. Assuming the largest angular scale sampled in the observations can be estimated as λ/b radians where λ is the observing wavelength and b is the shortest baseline included in imaging, we estimate the largest scales sampled as 1.7 , 1.9 and 4.9 at 150 MHz, 1.4 GHz and 6 GHz respectively. This is much larger than the extent of Arp 220, which covers at most 5 in any of the images.
The eastern nucleus
In Fig. 1a we measure a peak brightness associated with the eastern nucleus of 22.0 ± 3.3 mJy beam −1 at R.A. 15 h 34 m 57 s .289, Dec. 23
• 30 11 . 04, i.e. a significant offset of 300 mas (110 pc) south of the position reported for the eastern nucleus at 33 GHz by Barcos-Muñoz et al. (2015) . However, in Fig. 4a , which is made from the same data, we detect a feature of positive spectral index with a peak 100 mas north of the 33 GHz position. A closer look reveals a similar spectral feature in Figs. 4b and 4c. At the GHz position of the eastern nucleus, the low 150 MHz surface brightness and the positive spectral index indicates significant absorption of the emission from the nuclear disk. In fact, the emission measured at 150 MHz at this position may be due to the southern component (eastern 150 MHz peak) blending with the GHz position due to the finite image resolution, and hence our measurements are consistent with the eastern nuclear disk being completely absorbed at 150 MHz.
The western nucleus
The western nucleus is the brightest component at 150 MHz. In Fig. 1a we measure a peak brightness associated with the western nucleus of 48.8 ± 7.3 mJy beam −1 at R.A. 15 h 34 m 57 s .219, Dec. 23
• 30 11 . 44, i.e. 70 mas (25 pc) south and 40 mas west of the 33 GHz position reported for the western nucleus by BarcosMuñoz et al. (2015) , although the offset is not significant given the astrometric uncertainties of the 150 MHz and 33 GHz data. However, the 150 MHz contours at levels of [40, 60, 80] ×σ in Fig.  1a , show an extension ∼ 1 (330 pc) south of the western nucleus. Indeed, we see a similar extension at 1.4 GHz and 6 GHz ( Figs. 2a and 2b) . We also find a north-south elongated feature of positive spectral index in the LOFAR in-band spectral index map (Fig. 4a) .
The extended emission
The structure of the extended emission detected with LOFAR at 150 MHz matches very well the structure 1.4 GHz (Fig. 2a ) and 6 GHz (Fig. 2b) . At 150 MHz the extended emission accounts for more than 80% of the total flux density of Arp 220.
Although Fig. 4a only covers a small area around the nuclei, the extended emission is consistent with having a flat or negative spectral index. The spectral index maps between 150 MHz and 1.4 GHz (Fig. 4b) , and between 150 MHz and 6 GHz (Fig. 4d) , show that the extended emission has a spectrum of α ≈ −0.7 down to 150 MHz, consistent with optically thin synchrotron emission. Fig. 4d shows a similar overall spectral index for the extended emission, although with steeper values towards the edges. This could be evidence of synchrotron ageing, but because of the smaller separation in frequency compared to Figs. 4b and 4d, as well as potentially low signal to noise in the outer regions, we do not include this in our modelling.
Modelling
Since we now resolve Arp 220 from 150 MHz to 33 GHz, we can model the spectrum of Arp 220 pixel-by-pixel. From Fig. 1a it is clear that at least three components have to be considered: the two nuclei and the extended emission.
Modelling the nuclei
For the structure of the nuclei we use the models fitted by Barcos-Muñoz et al. (2015) at 33 GHz, where each nucleus is a geometrically thin (but optically thick) inclined exponential disk.
The surface brightness of each disk is described as
where S (x, y) is the surface brightness at position (x,y) relative to the centre of the disk (with some P.A.), A is the peak brightness, i is the inclination angle of the disk, and l is a characteristic scale length. Using the deconvolved values reported by Barcos-Muñoz et al. (2015) , their the 33 GHz positions of the nuclei (after we convolve the model and images to a common lower resolution for a pixel-wise comparison). We therefore scale the model to 26.7 mJy and 31.1 mJy for the east and west nuclei respectively to match the data at 33 GHz. We note that these higher values are within the uncertainties of the measurements of 30.1±3.9 mJy and 33.4±4.0 mJy reported by Barcos-Muñoz et al. (2015) , their Table 1 .
To model the nuclei, we assume that each pixel follows the model presented by Condon et al. (1991) for radio emission from a star forming galaxy. In this model the emitting medium is a well-mixed thermal/non-thermal plasma, and the radio spectrum is given by the expression
where S ν is the surface brightness in mJy arcsec −2 , T e = 7500 K is the thermal electron temperature (Anantharamaiah et al. 2000) , α is the synchrotron radiation spectral index (Condon 1992), f th is the fraction of thermal (free-free) emission at 1 GHz, and τ ν = (ν/ν c ) −2.1 is the free-free optical depth expressed in terms of a turnover frequency ν c where τ ν = 1. Given S ν from the exponential disk model at 32.5 GHz, and assuming values for f th and α for each nuclei, we can calculate ν c (for each pixel) and thereby predict the radio spectrum for the nuclei from Eq. 4.
Modelling the extended emission
Although it is clear from Fig. 1a that the extended emission has structure, we model it simply as an optically thin sphere of uniform density and radius r S . Projected in two dimen-sions, the emission at radius r < r S is described by S ∝ 2r S sin(a), where a = arccos(r/r S ). The flux scale is fixed by normalising the sum of all pixels to a chosen total integrated flux density of the sphere. We fix the centre position of the sphere to the peak position of CO(1-0) in Fig. 2c, taken . 22, and the radius to 2 . Although the extended emission shows a range of spectral indices, from about 0 (closer to the nuclei) to −1 in Fig. 4 , the major part should be well described by a typical synchrotron spectral index of ≈ −0.8 (Condon 1992) . To account for free-free absorption in the brightest regions close to the nuclei, we assume a marginally flatter spectral index of −0.7 for the sphere, in agreement with the overall value reported in Sect. 3.
Modelling results
By adding the models of the nuclei and extended emission we can now predict the resolved spectrum of Arp 220 at any (radio) frequency. This three-component model is shown in Fig. 6 .
The sphere, described in Sect. 4.2, was modelled with a total flux density of 8.1 mJy at 32.5 GHz and spectral index −0.7 (i.e. 350 mJy at 150 MHz). The exponential disks, described in Sect. 4.1, were modelled with flux densities of 26.7 mJy (east) and 31.1 mJy (west) at 32.5 GHz, non-thermal spectral indices (α in Eq. 4) of −0.65 (east) and −0.70 (west), and thermal fractions at 1 GHz ( f th in Eq. 4) of 0.8% (east) and 0.4% (west).
To compare the model with measurements at various frequencies, we measure the integrated flux density of Arp 220, as well as the surface brightness at the GHz positions of the two nuclei. The total flux density is measured by summing the pixels in the model at each frequency. This can directly be compared with the measured integrated flux density across the radio spectrum. To measure the surface brightness of the nuclei it is important to take into account the smoothing caused by the finite resolution of the images. Therefore, we convolve the model and data at each frequency to the same resolution of 0 . 7 × 0 . 5, position angle 161
• , before measuring the brightness of the nuclei. The measured surface brightness values for the nuclei are presented in Table 3 and plotted in Fig. 7. A comparison of the model and the data is shown at 150 MHz in Fig. 6. 
The integrated spectrum
We find that our model can reproduce the integrated flux density measured through most of the radio spectrum, see the solid line in Fig. 3 . However, we note that the model underpredicts the flux density of the Arp 220 in the range 200 MHz to 1 GHz.
Although the structure of the extended emission is clearly not a perfect sphere, the predicted surface brightness is close to what is observed at 150 MHz.
We note that at very low frequencies the spectrum must flatten, even without thermal absorption, because of e.g. the increased importance of synchrotron self-absorption in regions of very high surface brightness. This could be investigated by international LOFAR observations using the Low Band Array (LBA), which could obtain a matched synthesised resolution 0 . 7 at 60 MHz. Such observations are currently very challenging, but commissioning work is ongoing to improve the capabilities.
The nuclei
Turning to the brightness of each nucleus, we find that our model correctly predicts the western nucleus to be brighter at all fre- quencies, and that both spectra turn over around 1 GHz. Above 1 GHz the spectrum is well described by the two nuclei following Eq. 4. We find that including the extended emission, which in our model is represented by parts of the sphere close to the nuclei, makes the two nuclei significantly brighter at 150 MHz (solid lines in Fig. 7 ) than without the extended emission (dashed lines in Fig. 7) . We also find that the model with extended emission better reproduces the spectral indices measured for the two nuclei within the LOFAR band, shown as thick solid line segments going through the 150 MHz measurements in Fig. 7 .
From our modelling in Sect. 4 it is clear that the nuclei can be described by well mixed thermal/non-thermal exponential disks at GHz frequencies. This argues against that the nuclei are clumpy (Lacki 2013) , in agreement with recent ALMA observations presented by Scoville et al. (2015) .
However, at 150 MHz, the model underpredicts the observed surface brightness of the western nucleus, even when taking into account the extended emission, predicting 180 mJy arcsec −1 (after convolving to 0 . 7×0 . 5), i.e. 60% of the observed value. This indicates that there is emission close to this nucleus which is not included in the model. Indeed, outflows are not included in our simple model, and may very well be responsible for the extra emission detected from the western nucleus. This emission may also partly explain why the model underpredicts the integrated flux density in the range 200 MHz to 1 GHz.
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Discussion
In this section we discuss the results of observations and modelling and compare with literature.
Low thermal fractions in the nuclei
The thermal fractions at 1 GHz, required to match the data, are only 0.8% and 0.4% for the east and west nuclei respectively. This is an order of magnitude lower than the 9% ± 3% found by Marvil et al. (2015) for a large sample of galaxies, although Murphy (2013) finds lower thermal fractions for ongoing mergers. We note that our modelling assumes no foreground thermal absorption of the nuclei, although this could also affect the synchrotron emission from the nuclei and therefore the thermal fractions reported here should be considered upper limits. As noted by Barcos-Muñoz et al. (2015) based on the lack of thermal emission at 33 GHz, the easiest explanation for the lower-thanexpected thermal flux is that a significant fraction of the ionising photons produced by young stars is absorbed by dust.
An outflow in the eastern nucleus
CO(2-1) observations of the eastern nucleus suggests it to be a rotating disk seen almost edge on (Sakamoto et al. 2008; König et al. 2012) . In Fig. 2d we show the structure of CO(2-1) in the nuclei, showing the orientation of the eastern nucleus. The 150 MHz features detected north and south of the eastern nuclear disk (Sect. 3) are consistent with an elongated structure where the northern part is viewed through a free-free absorbing medium, possibly the outer part of the nuclear disk, and the southern part is relatively unaffected by this absorbing medium. The fact that the features are on opposite sides of the centre of the nuclear disk indicates that the emission is associated with the disk. Sakamoto et al. (2009) presents evidence for outflows in the nuclei with speeds of 100 km s −1 based on P Cygni profiles in HCO + and CO. We expect that this outflow could carry radio emitting CRs from the nucleus, or accelerate CRs in situ in the outflow due to shocks and turbulence. This would manifest itself as synchrotron emission tracing an elongated or bipolar feature extending outwards from the centre of the disk, similar to what we observe at 150 MHz. We note, however, that Barcos-Muñoz et al. (2015) fit a P.A. of 54.7
• for the eastern disk, and a perpendicular outflow would then have P.A. = -35.3
• . The elongation we observe implies a P.A.∼ 0
• , i.e. the 150 MHz feature is not perfectly aligned with the disk.
HST NICMOS images of Arp 220 presented by Scoville et al. (1998) show a north-south extension of the eastern nucleus at 1.6 µm and 2.2 µm. The nature of this structure is not clear, but Scoville et al. (1998) argue, based on the extinction structure, that the south side is the near side. Similar north-south structure is also seen in the 3.8 µm VLT images presented by Gratadour et al. (2005) , their Fig. 5 .
Another galaxy with a bright star forming disk seen almost edge-on is M82. This galaxy was recently found to have bright radio continuum emission at 150 MHz around its star forming disk (Varenius et al. 2015) . Varenius et al. (2015) interpret this as the base of the outflow seen at larger distances from M82. From their figure 3b (made at 154 MHz) it is clear that the emission is brighter on the south-east side of M82, presumably because it is closer and less obscured by free-free absorption in the disk which is partly overlapping the north-west emission. The outflow seen in M82 is brightest about 170 pc (10 ) from the centre of the star forming disk, i.e. similar to the 110 pc (0 . 3) offset in the eastern nucleus of Arp 220 between the peaks at 33 GHz and 150 MHz.
Based on the consistency with previous evidence for an outflow in the eastern nucleus, the alignment of the 150 MHz features above and below the disk, and the similarity to the 150 MHz observations of M 82, we interpret the 150 MHz features as evidence for an outflow in the eastern nucleus, with the southern side being the closer (approaching) part.
Multiple studies estimate strong magnetic fields strengths of a few mG for the nuclei in Arp 220 (Lacki & Beck 2013; Yoast-Hull et al. 2016; Torres 2004) . In a medium with density n H 2 ≈ 10 4 cm −3 and magnetic field strength 2 mG, we expect a cooling time of about 1000 yrs at GHz frequencies and slightly less at 150 MHz (Lacki & Beck 2013, their Fig. 1 ). If we assume wind speed of 1 000 km s −1 , i.e. higher than estimated by Sakamoto et al. (2009) and Tunnard et al. (2015) but less than the 10 000 km s −1 reached by SNe (Batejat et al. 2011) , the CRs could travel only 1 pc before fading. Even if the wind speed was as high as 5 000 km s −1 the CRs could barely escape the disk (thickness 10 pc; Scoville et al. 2015) . The fact that we find emission as far as 100 pc (0.3 . ) south of the eastern nucleus means that the emitting CRs were accelerated tens of parsecs outside the nuclei, due to star formation outside the nuclei and/or shock-acceleration of CRs in the outflow. We note that Arp 220 has been recently detected in gamma-rays with Fermi (Griffin et al. 2016; Peng et al. 2016 ). The measured γ-ray spectrum presented by Peng et al. (2016) is roughly an order of magnitude larger than the predictions of Yoast-Hull et al. (2015) . This supports the conclusion that a significant fraction of the radio emission must come from CRs accelerated outside the nuclei.
It is hard to distinguish between a galactic wind plume driven by star formation and structure due to an AGN hidden in the eastern nucleus. Although the eastern nucleus partially similar to M 82, which is thought to be starburst driven, the nonperpendicular direction of the outflow may be a sign of AGN activity since the M82 outflow is perpendicular to the disk both in radio and NIR images. However, given that Arp 220 is an ongoing merger, this discrepancy may be also explained by the interaction forces of the merging process. More data is needed to determine what is powering the outflow in the eastern nucleus.
An outflow in the western nucleus
The velocity structure in the CS molecule (Scoville et al. 2015) suggests a disk-like rotation for the western nucleus, with a major axis of the disk in the east-west direction. If an outflow carries CRs out perpendicular to the disk, we expect an elongation in the north-south direction, possibly with a shift of the peak of emission at 150 MHz due to the inclination. This is consistent with the results presented in Sect. 3, where we see an elongated feature extending 0.9 (330 pc) south of the western nucleus at 150 MHz, 1.4 GHz and 6 GHz.
We also find that even though the contribution from extended emission near the western nucleus is significant, the model still underpredicts the brightness of this nucleus by 40% at 150 MHz, see Fig. 7 . This indicates that there is emission close to this nucleus which is not included in the model. A part of this emission likely comes from this elongated component.
Although the LOFAR in-band spectral index map (Fig. 4a ) shows a clear north-south elongated feature extending about 0.9 (330 pc) from the western nucleus, the spectral index maps from 150 MHz to 1.4 GHz and 6 GHz (Figs. 4b and 4c ) do not show this feature. However, if there are free electrons in this region (or in the foreground, for example in a surrounding star forming disk), free-free absorption could be important not only for the nuclear disk (as evident from the modelling in Sect. 4) but also for the elongated feature. The turnover frequency where free-free absorption becomes important depends on the surface brightness (e.g. Eq. 4). The elongated feature is much weaker than the western nucleus and consequently would have a lower turnover frequency. In fact, the measured surface brightness of 40×60µ Jy beam −1 = 14 mJy arcsec −2 at 1.4 GHz would imply a turnover frequency of about 500 MHz (Condon et al. 1991, their Fig 2) . This could explain the positive spectral index detected within the LOFAR band, while also being consistent with the flat or negative spectral index in Figs. 4b and 4c , and consequently a very low surface brightness at GHz frequencies.
We interpret the elongated feature detected in the western nucleus as evidence of an outflow, inclined so that the southern part is the approaching part of the outflow, consistent with the model suggested by Tunnard et al. (2015) , their Fig. 16 . We note that our outflow-extension is ten times larger than the 40 pc reported by Tunnard et al. (2015) . This can be explained by shockacceleration or star formation also outside the western nucleus, as discussed in Sect. 5.2 for the eastern nucleus, as we would not expect CRs accelerated in the western nucleus to keep radiating out to 330 pc. We note that the HST NICMOS images of Arp 220 presented by Scoville et al. (1998) at 1.1 µm and 1.6 µm also show features north and south of the western nucleus. Similarly to the eastern nucleus, Scoville et al. (1998) argue that the southern side is the closer one, based on the extinction.
Extended star formation and shocks in the superwind
The fact that we see synchrotron emission as far as 1.5 kpc (4 ) from the nuclei in Fig. 1a means that the emitting CRs must either be produced this far from the centre, or they must have been advected from regions closer to the nuclei by strong winds, possibly driven by the outflows seen in the nuclei. A combination of the two effects is also possible.
There is ample evidence for molecular gas several kpc from the nuclei in the form of a disk of radius 0.5-1 kpc, inclination 45
• and P.A. 45
• (Scoville et al. 1997; Downes & Solomon 1998; Sakamoto et al. 1999; König et al. 2012 ). This structure match very well the contours of the extended emission in Fig. 1a .
On arcsecond scales, the extended emission detected at 150 MHz matches well the molecular disk, as seen in CO(1-0) Fig. 2c , but seem to have little relation to the orientation of the two nuclei. Although outflows from the nuclei may contribute to the extended emission, it is likely that a significant part of it is produced by star formation in the molecular disk itself. While the nuclei are very dense within the central 50 pc (n H 2 ∼ 2 × 10 5 cm −2 ; Scoville et al. 2015) , the kpc-scale disk is likely less dense and may have weaker magnetic fields (Torres 2004) . If so, we expect CRs accelerated here to be able to travel further than those accelerated in the nuclei, which could explain the smooth structure of the extended emission.
Although CRs may be accelerated in the disk, it is hard to see how they could stay radiating long enough to reach the "hooks" of radio emission in Fig. 1a at 1 .5 kpc from the centre (which would require a cooling time of 1.5 × 10 6 yrs assuming a wind speed of 1 000 km s −1 ). However, we note that these "hooks" appear perpendicular to the kpc-scale disk, and are also roughly aligned with the direction of the outflows from the nuclear disks. We therefore interpret the "hooks" as a sign of a kpc-scale outflow, driven both by the nuclear outflows and by star formation in the extended disk. Indeed, Arp 220 is known to have a large scale bi-conical outflow, or superwind, seen at optical wavelengths and X-rays (Heckman et al. 1990; Arribas et al. 2001; McDowell et al. 2003) . For easy comparison with optical data, we show the 150 MHz emisson as contours plotted on archival HST I-band data (described in Sect. 2.3) in Fig. 8 . Although the CRs carried from the nuclei may have lost most of their energy at 1.5 kpc from the centre, the mechanical energy output of the nuclear outflows may still be the driving force of the superwind. Thus, the wind (and the magnetic field) would reach much further out than 1.5 kpc from the centre. Similarly to the nuclear outflows, shocks in this superwind could accelerate CRs to produce emission far out from the centre of the galaxy. We find this a likely explanation of the "hooks" in Fig. 1a . We note that observations with even higher sensitivity could potentially detect even weaker (and more extended) radio emission. Furthermore, observations with full polarisation calibration could trace the field lines of the outflow similar to the work by Heesen et al. (2011) .
We note that both "hooks" appear bent towards the southwest. Such a bending could be due to movement of the galaxy towards the north-east relative to the surrounding medium. We note that the HST-image, Fig. 8a , shows a flattening towards the north-east, consistent with such motion. 5.3.1. The rate of star formation in the extended disk
In Fig. 2c we show the 150 MHz radio continuum together with the CO(1-0) line emission. Let us assume that the 50σ contours of CO(1-0) and 5σ contours at 150 MHz trace the same extended star forming medium. Using N H 2 /W CO = 1.8 (Dame et al. 2001) and Eq. 4 of Kennicutt (1998) we can derive a star formation rate per area of 10 M yr −1 kpc −2 from CO(1-0). By extrapolating the 150 MHz brightness to 1.4 GHz (α = −0.7) and using Eq. 6 of Bell (2003) we derive a value of 2 M yr −1 kpc −2 . We note that, in addition to all uncertainties involved in applying these equations to the dense and complex environment of Arp 220, we also expect the CO value to be too high because of blending with the nucleus, and the 150 MHz value to be too low because of synchrotron losses in the outer parts of the disk. This is consistent with the difference, and although we refrain from any detailed interpretation of these numbers, we note that they are consistent within an order of magnitude and hence do not argue against star formation in the extended disk.
Estimating the total star-formation rate
From the flux densities and spectral indices used in the model described in Sect. 4.3, we can extrapolate the radio emission from 32.5 GHz to 1.4 GHz without the influence of thermal absorption. We obtain 206 mJy (east), 281 mJy (west) and 73.2 mJy (sphere), i.e. a total spectral luminosity of L 1.4 GHz = 3.99 × 10 23 W Hz −1 . Using Eq. 6 by Bell (2003) we calculate the star formation rate (SFR) as 5.52 × 10 −22 L 1.4 GHz ≈ 220 M yr −1 , in good agreement with the 240±30 M yr −1 calculated by Farrah et al. (2003) using the far-infrared luminosity. Scaling the SFR by the flux density of each component at 1.4 GHz, we find the three components contributing 81 M yr −1 (east), 110 M yr
(west) and 29 M yr −1 (sphere).
Arp 220 follows the FIR/radio correlation
The mean ratio of far-IR (FIR) emission to radio emission is usually quantified as a logarithmic ratio called the q parameter (e.g. Yun et al. 2001 , their Eq. 5). Yun et al. (2001) find Arp 220 to have q = 2.67 which is larger than the mean of 2.34 for the IRAS 2 Jy sample containing over 9000 sources, i.e. showing less radio emission than expected for Arp 220. However, using the 1.4 GHz flux density extrapolated in Sect. 5.4 together with IR measurements from the IRAS point source catalogue v2.1 2 of S 60µm = 104.1 Jy and S 100µm = 117.7 Jy we obtain (using Eqns. 5 and 6 by Yun et al. 2001 ) a value of q = 2.36 for Arp 220, closer to the average value. This shows the importance of accounting for thermal absorption even at GHz frequencies. The fact that Arp 220 follows the FIR/radio correlation indicates that it is powered by star formation rather than AGN activity. This is consistent with the large number of compact supernovae and supernova remnants found with VLBI observations (see e.g. Batejat et al. 2011) .
In addition to star formation and AGN activity, tidal shocks in merging systems may heat the dust and gas enough to produce additional FIR and synchrotron emission, thereby possibly affecting the FIR/radio correlation (Murphy 2013; Donevski & Prodanović 2015) . Donevski & Prodanović (2015) quantify this effect in terms of the q-parameter for different classes of mergers, using the same six-stage merger classification scheme as Haan et al. (2011) based on HST imaging. We note that Arp 220 is hard to classify based on optical imaging due to the extreme dust obscuration of the centre. Haan et al. (2011) and Murphy (2013) classify Arp 220 differently using the same scheme, as class 6 and 5 respectively. Both these classes are describing a post-merger system with a single nucleus. We know, from radio observations that Arp 220 has two nuclei, although the separation of 370 pc is much smaller that the median ULIRG separation of 1.2 kpc found by Haan et al. (2011) and is therefore easily missed in the HST classification scheme. If we re-classify Arp 220 as class 4, a late ongoing merger with double nuclei and a tidal tail, our measured q-value is in good agreement with the 2.31 ± 0.17 expected for this class by Donevski & Prodanović (2015) . Hence, by this argument, emission from tidal shocks seem to play a minor role in Arp 220.
Summary and outlook
Using the international LOFAR telescope we obtain, for the first time, an image of Arp 220 at 150 MHz with subarcsecond resolution. We detect emission associated with the two nuclei known from GHz frequencies, but also extended radio emission reaching 1.5 kpc from the nuclei. The nuclei have positive spectral indices, indicating significant free-free absorption, while the extended emission has an overall spectral index of −0.7, typical for optically thin synchrotron radiation. We find that the extended emission accounts for more than 80% of the total flux density measured at 150 MHz.
We report on elongated features in the two nuclei, extending 0.3" (110 pc) from the eastern nuclear disk and 0.9 (330 pc) from the western nuclear disk, and we interpret these features as evidence for outflows.
The extended radio emission follows the CO(1-0) distribution and is likely coming from star formation in the kpc-scale molecular disk surrounding the two nuclei. Outflows from this disk, as well as from the nuclei, likely drives the superwind seen in optical and X-rays wavelengths.
We find that shock-acceleration of CRs in the outflows, both in the nuclei and in the base of the superwind) is required to explain the extent of the radio emission.
We model the Arp 220 as a three-component model: the nuclei as exponential disks with thermal absorption, surrounded by a uniform sphere of optically thin synchrotron emission. Our model successfully explains the basic shape of the observed integrated spectrum of the galaxy, as well as the spectra of the nuclei, which are well described by a mixed thermal/non-thermal plasma of thermal fractions 0.8% and 0.4% at 1 GHz for the east and west nucleus respectively. These values are an order of magnitude lower than the 9% ± 3% found by Marvil et al. (2015) for a large sample of galaxies. Still, our thermal fractions for Arp 220 are upper limits because we assume no foreground thermal absorption. The low thermal fractions may be explained by dust absorbing a major part of the ionising photons produced by young stars.
Our model underpredicts the flux density in the range 200 MHz to 1 GHz for Arp 220, even when including extended emission, indicating that the emission from outflows in the nuclei (which are prominent below 1 GHz, but are not considered in our simple model) play an important role in this galaxy.
When including the extended emission and accounting for absorption effects, we find that Arp 220 follows the FIR/radio correlation with q = 2.36, and we estimate a total star formation rate of 220 M yr −1 . International LOFAR observations show great promise to detect extended structures such as outflows or radio halos at MHz frequencies, where they are bright due to the synchrotron spectral slope and lack of free-free absorption. Future international LOFAR observations of Arp 220 using the Low Band Array at 60 MHz would be very useful to further disentangle the contributions of the different emitting structures in Arp 220. Dutch-LOFAR observations will in the future be used to detect and study star forming galaxies. Our results show that for LIRGs the emission detected at 150 MHz does not necessarily come from the main regions of star formation. This implies that unresolved observations of such galaxies at 150 MHz is unlikely to be useful for deriving star formation rates. Future studies of LIRGs at MHz frequencies would therefore benefit from using international LOFAR baselines to resolve the star forming structure.
The observations, calibration and imaging of the LOFAR data were carried out based on experience from earlier work on M82 (Varenius et al. 2015) . These data on Arp 220 were observed in project LC2_042 (P.I.: E. Varenius) between 18:30 and 02:15 UT on June 4th 2014 with six hours on Arp 220. The observations included 46 LOFAR high band array (HBA) stations: 24 core stations (CS) in joined mode (where the two 24-tile "ears" of the station are added to form a single station), 14 remote stations (RS), and eight international stations (IS).
The total available bandwidth was split equally in two simultaneous beams of width 48 MHz (240 sub-bands), centred on 150 MHz; one on Arp 220 and one on the bright and compact calibrator J1513+2388 separated from Arp 220 by 4.9
• . Every 20 minutes the observations switched, for 2 minutes, to a single beam on the absolute flux density calibrator 3C295, separated from Arp 220 by 32
• . Although in theory a single scan of 3C295 is sufficient to determine the flux scale, we included scans every 20 minutes for two main reasons. Firstly: in case the primary delay calibrator would have been very weak, we could have used the scans of 3C295 to track the relative phase of the CS to coherently combine the CS visibilities into a larger super-station with enough sensitivity to international stations to derive delay solutions towards a weak calibrator. However, J1513+2388 was strong enough to derive delay and rate solutions without phasing up the core. Secondly: the current LOFAR beam model is not accurate enough to correctly transfer the flux scale (and spectral index) over large (typically more than 10 degrees) elevation differences. Tracking both J1513+2388 (close to the target) and 3C295 (further away) through a wide range of relative elevation angles made it possible to measure the gain differences as a function of elevation separation during the observation. This enables us to choose a good time range for flux calibration, i.e. when 3C295 is close in elevation to J1513+2338, as well as estimate the flux error due to residual beam effects. After careful investigations, we are confident that our flux scale and LOFAR in-band spectral index are correct within the uncertainties given in this paper.
The correlated data were stored in the LOFAR long term archive with visibility sample resolution 2 seconds in time and 48.8 kHz in frequency (i.e. 4 channels per LOFAR HBA subband). This resolution defines a field of view due to coherence loss on long baselines (smearing). We estimate the coherence loss due to smearing for a 1000 km baseline to be at most 45% for sources at 10 distance from the phase centre.
All measurement sets were processed with the LOFAR default pre-processing pipeline (DPPP) to edit bad data using AOflagger (Offringa et al. 2012) , and were corrected for the array and element beam response. For processing speed, the data were then further averaged to a sample resolution of 10 seconds and 195 kHz. For clarity we note that we did not use the mscorpol model as done by Varenius et al. (2015) to correct for the LOFAR beam since mscorpol does not include a frequency dependence. For the wide bandwidth in this observation, we considered the LOFAR beam model more appropriate, although preliminary investigations show these two models to have similar accuracy. The data were then converted to circular polarisation using the table query language (TAQL), and to UVFITS format using CASA.
Similar to Varenius et al. (2015) , residual delays and rates were corrected for all non-core stations by using baselines longer than 60 kλ for J1513+2338, where the total bandwidth was divided in eight groups (AIPS IFs) of 5.9 MHz each for a piecewise linear approximation of the dispersive delay to be valid. The task FRING was used with a solution interval of 2 minutes. Typical delay values were tens of ns for RS and 100-300 ns for IS, with typical differences of about 15% between the lower and upper IFs.
The corrections were applied to all sources, thereby removing major residual errors due to the ionosphere. The data could now be further averaged in time and frequency, and for processing speed we averaged to a sample resolution of 30 seconds and 1.2 MHz. After averaging, the visibility weights were recalculated to reflect the scatter within 5 minute solution intervals.
calibration including short LOFAR baselines may cause the calibration process to violate the constraints defined by the closure phases on baselines between international stations, since these stations have no short baselines and the NL-stations are all relatively close. We plotted the final CLEAN model against the selfcalibrated data and found that the model was in good agreement with the data also on baselines between international stations. This means the self-calibration procedure is constrained by closure phases on all baselines and the results are robust.
We also made the additional test of starting the process of hybrid mapping using a MERLIN-only 1.4 GHz image as initial model, i.e. a double source instead of a point. From this we also recovered the same final structure, i.e. the final result does not depend on the initial model used for self-calibration.
The derived phase corrections were applied to Arp 220 and to the three alignment sources listed in Tab. 1. With residual phasevariations corrected, the data could be further averaged to a sample resolution of 120 seconds in time for processing speed. Given this, we estimate our field of view around Arp 220 to be limited to within a radius of 10 (10% coherence loss on a 1000 km baseline).
Appendix A.4: Imaging and sensitivity
An image of Arp 220 were obtained using the multi-scale (MS) multi-frequency-synthesis (MFS) CLEAN algorithm as implemented in CASA using 2 Taylor terms, and baselines longer than 2 kλ. The scales used were: a point, and two Gaussians of FWHM 1 and 4 . The final RMS noise level was 0.15 mJy beam −1 with a CLEAN restoring beam of 0 . 65 × 0 . 35. We also obtained an in-band spectral index map as constructed by the MFS-algorithm.
To check the thermal noise we obtained an image of Arp 220 in Stokes V. This image contained only noise with RMS 0.14 mJy beam −1 , suggesting that the stokes I image, with very similar sensitivity, is limited random noise and not by residual phase errors or interfering sources in the field. The achieved sensitivity can be compared to the 0.15 mJy beam −1 achieved by Varenius et al. (2015) for M82 at 154 MHz, using 16 hours of data with 16 MHz bandwidth. Scaling the M82 noise to 6 hours and 48 MHz bandwidth, we expect 0.14 mJy beam −1 , in excellent agreement with the observed value. Appendix A.5: A plan for alignment of the LOFAR data To maximise the sensitivity on Arp 220, the available bandwidth was split between only two beams, i.e. no separate beam on a nearby phase calibrator as done by Varenius et al. (2015) . Instead, we aimed to align the final LOFAR image with observations with similar resolution at higher frequencies, e.g. MERLIN at 1.4 GHz. However, the morphology seen with LOFAR was different from MERLIN (especially the eastern nucleus), making manual alignment using Arp 220 itself very challenging.
However, we detect multiple background sources within the smearing radius defined by the time and frequency resolution of the LOFAR data. Unfortunately there is not yet a catalogue available with positions accurate enough at LOFAR frequencies to align the data. Instead, we sought compact background sources in the field which were seen both in the archival 1.4 GHz VLA data, described in Sect. 2.2.1, and in the LOFAR data. Although single sources may have frequency-dependent positions, the use of multiple sources provides a robust way of aligning the LO-
